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300 NOTES AND DISCUSSIONS 

written in or during its earlier years circulated in Rome, where Ventidius was 
presumably well known. Mr. DeWitt's remark about portents, which 
Mr. Frank applauds, is apparently based on the curious assumption that no 
interpretation of Catal. x is reasonably possible that does not regard Sabinus 
mulio as actually a curule magistrate at Rome! The mischief is of course 
that these followers of Victorius (for the identification is not Biicheler's own, 
as Mr. Frank calls it) are caught by the mere coincidence with Sabinus mulio 
of the mulio nickname of Ventidius, and accordingly insist on interpreting 
the Catalepton skit in terms of the career of Ventidius, and not of the poem 
of Catullus, of which it is a palpable parody. In pursuance of that fixed idea 
they violently wrench all discordant elements into alleged accord and declare 
the resultant jangle a delightful harmony. Surely criticism ought to be 
conducted on more rigorous principles than this. My objections are far 
from being quieted. They are on the contrary more clamorous than ever. 

ELMER TRUESDELL MERRILL 

FLORUS LUCAN AND THE EPITOMATOR OF LIVY 

In the Historical Introduction to my edition of Lucan VIII, reviewed 
by Professor Uliman in the last number of Classical Philology, I had written 
p. xxiv. "Much of the difficulty concerning the relation of Florus' narrative 
to Lucan's would be removed by the assumption, to which there is no evident 
objection, that the epitomator of Livy made use of Lucan and that Florus 
used the Epitome. " 

Since in Mr. Ullman's quotation this passage is stultified by the omission 
of the " no " before " evident, " the comment which he appends, "A desperate 
situation to call for so desperate a remedy!" is not as apt as to an unin- 
structed reader it might appear. 

I content myself at present with correcting this error, as I have some 
hope that before long I may return to the general question.' 

J. P. POSTGATE 

NOTE ON PLATO REPUBLIC 565 A 

Ary,uos (' av JL27 TrpTOV YTVo3, oaoo avrovpyot re Kat arpaW'ovES, ov ravw 
7roXXa KcKT?)/.LeV0L 0 &O 7 rXMt-rov re Kact KvptWTTrarov Ev &n/.oKpaTLa, Orav rep 

Plato is saying that the third and chief constituent of the population of 
a democratic city is composed of the small proprietors who, like the husband 
of Euripides' Electra, do their own work without the aid of slaves (aWTovpyoi) 

and who, absorbed in their own tasks, have little leisure or inclination to 

1 Professor Ullman has also called attention to this misprint. [EDITOR.] 
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